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Diversity is characteristic of the information age and also of statistics. To date, the social sciences have contributed greatly to the
development of handling data under the rubric of measurement, while the statistical sciences have made phenomenal advances in theory and
algorithms. Measurement and Multivariate Analysis promotes an effective interplay between those two realms of research-diversity with unity.
The union and the intersection of those two areas of interest are reflected in the papers in this book, drawn from an international conference
in Banff, Canada, with participants from 15 countries. In five major categories - scaling, structural analysis, statistical inference, algorithms,
and data analysis - readers will find a rich variety of topics of current interest in the extended statistical community.
Contains a selection of papers presented at The First International Conference on Engineering Computational Technology and The Fourth
International Conference on Computational Structures Technology, held in Edinburgh from 18-20 August 1998.
The pursuit of knowledge is of necessity both a comparative and an interdisciplinary enterprise. The authors of this volume, drawn from divers
areas of social studies, present a unique position on the continuum of comparative science from the pursuit of qualitative to quantitative
knowledge. Taking values and attitudes separately, and in combination, and comparing them across nations and time, the works contained in
this study identify a matrix of nine possible themes. And while no single article addresses all nine of the themes, taken as a whole they have
covered all of them and even suggested new and interesting avenues for further research. In developing their thoughts on cross-national and
cross-cultural comparisons, the comparative scientific continuum has come full circle in the contributions of the authors presented here.
The popular, easily accessible guide to the design of reinforced concrete structures—now updated and revised Structural Concrete, Fifth
Edition provides complete guidance to the analysis and design of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures. This new edition brings all
material up to date while maintaining the book's practical, logical, easy-to-follow approach. Coverage includes the latest ACI 318 - 11 code
rules, emphasizing the code's strength approach and strain limits. Additional codes, standards, and specifications, as well as material
properties and specific loads and safety provisions are also examined in detail. Drawing on decades of experience in industry and academia,
the authors include numerous SI unit examples and design tables along with step-by-step instructions on how to analyze and design for each
type of structural member. They clearly explain all key concepts one should know before tackling design formulas, and supplement the
discussion with helpful end-of-chapter summaries, references, and problems. New and updated material in this edition includes: The
application of shear design to beams with variable length in actual structure The design of deep beams employing ACI and AASHTO strutand-tie approach The design of stepped-type reinforced concrete stairs, not covered anywhere else Seismic design and analysis utilizing the
IBC 2012 and ASCE 7-10 code The design of curved beams subject to flexure, shear, and torsion Prestressed concrete bridge design
according to AASHTO specifications Examples for predicting shrinkage and creep of concrete in both U.S. and SI units Structural Concrete,
Fifth Edition arms civil and structural engineers with a complete set of tools for designing concrete structures with confidence. It is also an
excellent resource for students of civil engineering.
This excellent text highlights all aspects of the analysis and design of elements related to spatial structures, which have been carefully
selected from existing structures. Analysing the design of elements of any full scale structure that contains facilities that have already been
constructed makes good economic sense and avoids duplication in respect of research and development, the decision-making process and
accurate design criteria for new constructed facilities.
The Christian religion suffered three schisms during its two-thousand-year history. Orthodox, Protestant, and Anglican schisms occurred in
succession. The Protestant schism resulted in the most significant change to how Christians worship. Catholics and Protestants have the
same core Christian beliefs. However, their worship practices are very different. Currently, Catholics and Protestants have difficulty even
talking about those differences. It seems like they speak in two different languages, and neither side can understand the other. In Crossing
the Schism, author John D. Smatlak explains how Catholics and Protestants can reconcile their differences with a new way of approaching
the Word. Although Smatlak was raised in a Protestant Fundamentalist church and joined congregations from a variety of Protestant
denominations, he also attended many Catholic church services. Because of that broad experience, he successfully crossed the schism
between Catholics and Protestants. Though he remains Protestant, he learned to speak both languages. By first unlearning some false
beliefs, both Catholics and Protestants can accept that there are different ways to worship the same Christ. Crossing the Schism exposes the
false beliefs and uncovers forgotten truths, building bridges of Christian love and understanding. Because it’s only when you learn about the
perspectives of other Christians, that you more fully understand your own Christian beliefs and grow stronger in your faith.

This established textbook sets out the principles of limit state design and of its application to reinforced and prestressed concrete
members and structures. It will appeal both to students and design engineers. The fourth edition incorporates information on the
recently introduced British Standard Code of practice for water retaining structures BS8007. The authors have also taken the
opportunity of making minor revisions, generally based on the recommendations of BS8110.
One of the most original thinkers on the role of religion in the modern world—author of such acclaimed books as A History of God,
Islam, and Buddha—now gives us an impassioned and practical book that can help us make the world a more compassionate
place. Karen Armstrong believes that while compassion is intrinsic in all human beings, each of us needs to work diligently to
cultivate and expand our capacity for compassion. Here, in this straightforward, thoughtful, and thought-provoking book, she sets
out a program that can lead us toward a more compassionate life. The twelve steps Armstrong suggests begin with “Learn About
Compassion” and close with “Love Your Enemies.” In between, she takes up “compassion for yourself,” mindfulness, suffering,
sympathetic joy, the limits of our knowledge of others, and “concern for everybody.” She suggests concrete ways of enhancing
our compassion and putting it into action in our everyday lives, and provides, as well, a reading list to encourage us to “hear one
another’s narratives.” Throughout, Armstrong makes clear that a compassionate life is not a matter of only heart or mind but a
deliberate and often life-altering commingling of the two.
This second edition of Precast Concrete Structures introduces the conceptual design ideas for the prefabrication of concrete
structures and presents a number of worked examples that translate designs from BS 8110 to Eurocode EC2, before going into
the detail of the design, manufacture, and construction of precast concrete multi-storey buildings. Detailed structural analysis of
precast concrete and its use is provided and some details are presented of recent precast skeletal frames of up to forty storeys.
The theory is supported by numerous worked examples to Eurocodes and European Product Standards for precast reinforced and
prestressed concrete elements, composite construction, joints and connections and frame stability, together with extensive
specifications for precast concrete structures. The book is extensively illustrated with over 500 photographs and line drawings.
This book is intended for use both in the industry and the academia. It introduces the physical, chemical and the mechanical
properties as well as the characterization of bamboo. Novel industrial applications in structural, non-structural, reinforcement,
afforestation, land reclamation, environmental significance, textile, medical, geotechnical, hydraulic, food, pulp and the paper
industries are addressed in detail. Bamboo has been used for centuries as a structural material as well as in diverse engineering
applications, food and medicinal purposes, especially in Asia. As a natural fiber composite, bamboo has the potential for many
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developments in academic and industrial research. Current literature on composites tends to focus on bamboo as a plant or solely
as a structural engineering material. This book seeks to bring together these two extremes and provides a holistic resource on the
subject.
Advances in Engineering Materials, Structures and Systems: Innovations, Mechanics and Applications comprises 411 papers that
were presented at SEMC 2019, the Seventh International Conference on Structural Engineering, Mechanics and Computation,
held in Cape Town, South Africa, from 2 to 4 September 2019. The subject matter reflects the broad scope of SEMC conferences,
and covers a wide variety of engineering materials (both traditional and innovative) and many types of structures. The many topics
featured in these Proceedings can be classified into six broad categories that deal with: (i) the mechanics of materials and fluids
(elasticity, plasticity, flow through porous media, fluid dynamics, fracture, fatigue, damage, delamination, corrosion, bond, creep,
shrinkage, etc); (ii) the mechanics of structures and systems (structural dynamics, vibration, seismic response, soil-structure
interaction, fluid-structure interaction, response to blast and impact, response to fire, structural stability, buckling, collapse
behaviour); (iii) the numerical modelling and experimental testing of materials and structures (numerical methods, simulation
techniques, multi-scale modelling, computational modelling, laboratory testing, field testing, experimental measurements); (iv)
innovations and special structures (nanostructures, adaptive structures, smart structures, composite structures, bio-inspired
structures, shell structures, membranes, space structures, lightweight structures, long-span structures, tall buildings, wind turbines,
etc); (v) design in traditional engineering materials (steel, concrete, steel-concrete composite, aluminium, masonry, timber, glass);
(vi) the process of structural engineering (conceptualisation, planning, analysis, design, optimization, construction, assembly,
manufacture, testing, maintenance, monitoring, assessment, repair, strengthening, retrofitting, decommissioning). The SEMC 2019
Proceedings will be of interest to civil, structural, mechanical, marine and aerospace engineers. Researchers, developers,
practitioners and academics in these disciplines will find them useful. Two versions of the papers are available. Short versions,
intended to be concise but self-contained summaries of the full papers, are in this printed book. The full versions of the papers are
in the e-book.
This classic and essential work has been thoroughly revised and updated in line with the requirements of new codes and
standards which have been introduced in recent years, including the new Eurocode as well as up-to-date British Standards. It
provides a general introduction along with details of analysis and design of a wide range of structures and examination of design
according to British and then European Codes. Highly illustrated with numerous line diagrams, tables and worked examples,
Reynolds's Reinforced Concrete Designer's Handbook is a unique resource providing comprehensive guidance that enables the
engineer to analyze and design reinforced concrete buildings, bridges, retaining walls, and containment structures. Written for
structural engineers, contractors, consulting engineers, local and health authorities, and utilities, this is also excellent for civil and
architecture departments in universities and FE colleges.
Cinematic Aided Design: An Everyday Life Approach to Architecture provides architects, planners, designer practitioners,
politicians and decision makers with a new awareness of the practice of everyday life through the medium of film. This novel
approach will also appeal to film scholars and film practitioners with an interest in spatial and architectural issues, as well as
researchers from cultural studies in the field of everyday life. The everyday life is one of the hardest things to uncover since by its
very nature it remains overlooked and ignored. However, cinema has over the last 120 years represented, interpreted and
portrayed hundreds of thousands of everyday life situations taking place in a wide range of dwellings, streets and cities. Film
constitutes the most comprehensive lived in building data in existence. Cinema created a comprehensive encyclopedia of
architectural spaces and building elements. It has exposed large fragments of our everyday life and everyday environment that this
book is aiming to reveal and restitute.
Staircases - Structural Analysis and DesignRoutledge
This is the Proceedings of the International Congress of Graphic Design in Architecture, EGA 2018, held in Alicante, Spain, May
30-June 1, 2018. About 200 professionals and researchers from 18 different countries attended the Congress. This book will be of
interest to researchers in the field of architecture and Engineering. Topics discussed are Innovations in Architecture, graphic
design and architecture, history and heritage among others.
John Templer has written the first theoretical, historical, and scientific analysis of one of the most basic and universal building
elements: the stair. The first volume treats the fascinating history of stairs and their immense influence on the art and science of
architecture. The second volume shows the dangers stairs present. Drawing on twenty years of human factors research on stairs,
Templer sets out what is known about slips, trips, and falls. Perhaps most importantly, he proposes the idea of the soft stair, which
could substantially reduce the annual epidemic of stair-related deaths and injuries.
Describes various styles of staircases, identifies the kinds of materials that can be used, and discusses safety and structural
considerations
The classic personal account of Watson and Crick’s groundbreaking discovery of the structure of DNA, now with an introduction
by Sylvia Nasar, author of A Beautiful Mind. By identifying the structure of DNA, the molecule of life, Francis Crick and James
Watson revolutionized biochemistry and won themselves a Nobel Prize. At the time, Watson was only twenty-four, a young
scientist hungry to make his mark. His uncompromisingly honest account of the heady days of their thrilling sprint against other
world-class researchers to solve one of science’s greatest mysteries gives a dazzlingly clear picture of a world of brilliant
scientists with great gifts, very human ambitions, and bitter rivalries. With humility unspoiled by false modesty, Watson relates his
and Crick’s desperate efforts to beat Linus Pauling to the Holy Grail of life sciences, the identification of the basic building block of
life. Never has a scientist been so truthful in capturing in words the flavor of his work.
Staircases, which today are equally the responsibility of joiners The increasing demand for textbooks on the techniques of stair
and carpenters, have had a varied history over the last thirty construction is due to two main factors: . years. Until 1945 nearly all
staircases, even those in large resi dential blocks, were made of wood. Because of the amount of 1. The relatively small dwellings
that were built twenty to thirty destruction that took place during the war, new building regu years ago are no longer regarded as
acceptable. New regu lations frequently stipulated nonflammable materials for almost lations concerning noise and heat insulation
as well as gov all stairs. ernment aid available to finance such projects have, in ad This resulted in a decline in the quality of stair
construction; dition, stimulated the rebuilding and thus the design of more what is more, fewer and fewer craftsmen were trained
for this generously proportioned dwellings, including, of course, rewarding and varied branch of woodworking craftsmanship.
staircases. This is a regrettable development, since good stair builders must combine the design capabilities and threePage 2/3
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dimensional approach 2. The style of living has changed. The time when sober inte of the carpenter with the exact and neat
craftsmanship of the join riors were the order of the day has gone. Excessive nostalgic er. Techniques of Staircase Construction
therefore provides welcome reversal to previous styles has also passed.
Visual computing and descriptive geometry are multidisciplinary fields addressing the handling of images, 3D models, and other
computer graphics. These ideas are experiencing a revival due to emergent technologies and applications available to developers.
Based in traditional forms of design and architecture, these fields are currently experiencing a bounty of new research based on
old principles. The Handbook of Research on Visual Computing and Emerging Geometrical Design Tools seeks to add to this
knowledge base by considering these technologies from a designer’s perspective rather than reiterating the principles of computer
science. It combines aspects of geometry and representation with emerging tools for CAD, generation, and visualization while
addressing the digital heritage of such fields. This book is an invaluable resource for developers, students of both graphic and
computer-generated design, researchers, and designers.
This Book Systematically Explains The Basic Principles And Techniques Involved In The Design Of Reinforced Concrete
Structures. It Exhaustively Covers The First Course On The Subject At B.E./ B.Tech Level.Important Features: * Exposition Is
Based On The Latest Indian Standard Code Is: 456-2000. * Limit State Method Emphasized Throughout The Book. * Working
Stress Method Also Explained. * Detailing Aspects Of Reinforcement Highlighted. * Incorporates Earthquake Resistant Design. *
Includes A Large Number Of Solved Examples, Practice Problems And Illustrations.The Book Would Serve As A Comprehensive
Text For Undergraduate Civil Engineering Students. Practising Engineers Would Also Find It A Valuable Reference Source.
In recent years both free-standing and geometric staircases have become quite popular. Many variations exist, such as spiral,
helical, and elliptical staircases, and combinations of these. A number of researchers have come forward with different concepts in
the fields of analytical and numerical design and of experimental methods and assessments. The aim of this book is to cover all
these methods and to present them with greater simplicity to practising engineers. Staircases is divided into five chapters:
Specifications and basic data on staircases; Structural analysis of staircases – Classical methods; Structural analysis of staircases
– Modern methods; Staircases and their analysis – A comparative study; Design analysis and structural detailing. Charts and
graphs are included and numerous design examples are given of freestanding and other geometric staircases and of their
elements and components. These examples are related to the case studies which were based on staircases that have already
been constructed. All examples are checked using various Eurocodes. The book includes bibliographical references and is
supported by two appendices, which will be of particular interest to those practising engineers who wish to make a comparative
study of the different practices and code requirements used by various countries; detailed drawings are included from the USA,
Britain, Europe and Asia. Staircases will serve as a useful text for teachers preparing design syllabi for undergraduate and post
graduate courses. Each major section contains a full explanation which allows the book to be used by students and practising
engineers, particularly those facing the formidable task of having to design/ detail complicated staircases with unusual boundary
conditions. Contractors will also find this book useful in the preparation of construction drawings and manufacturers will be
interested in the guidance given.
With nearly 2 million books in print, this Little Apple series is H-O-T, hot. The SECRET is out -- DROON is the series that kids,
parents, and teachers are talking about! There's no place like home! Eric and his friends have finally restored the Rainbow Stairs,
but that was the easy part. Now Gethwing is loose in the Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble. Eric, Julie,
and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up against mysterious creatures, strangely-behaving parents, and powerful magic.
Can the kids stop Gethwing before he destroys the Upper World -- for good?
This book presents a sample of theoretical and practical advances in symmetry in multidisciplinary engineering applications. It
covers several applications, such as mechanical analysis of tunnel lining, prediction methods for the ring damper used in gears,
calibration methods for manipulators, design methods for wheel configurations of mobile robots, analysis of elastic plastic
damaged zones, 3D printed corneal models, analysis of multibody system dynamic networks, structural elements in architecture,
railway transportation, transportation of hazardous materials, cable-driven mechanisms, and image processing. The contributions
included in this book describe the state-of-the-art advances in this field and demonstrate the possibilities of the study of symmetry
in multidisciplinary applications in the field of engineering.
A family relocates to a small house on Ash Tree Lane and discovers that the inside of their new home seems to be without boundaries
Designed primarily as a text for the undergraduate students of civil engineering, this compact and well-organized text presents all the basic
topics of reinforced concrete design in a comprehensive manner. The text conforms to the limit states design method as given in the latest
revision of Indian Code of Practice for Plain and Reinforced Concrete, IS: 456 (2000). This book covers the applications of design concepts
and provides a wealth of state-of-the-art information on design aspects of wide variety of reinforced concrete structures. However, the
emphasis is on modern design approach. The text attempts to: • Present simple, efficient and systematic procedures for evolving design of
concrete structures. • Make available a large amount of field tested practical data in the appendices. • Provide time saving analysis and
design aids in the form of tables and charts. • Cover a large number of worked-out practical design examples and problems in each chapter.
• Emphasize on development of structural sense needed for proper detailing of steel for integrated action in various parts of the structure.
Besides students, practicing engineers and architects would find this text extremely useful.
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